
Examples of application
 Gas pressure vessels
 Air bag pressure vessels
 Shock absorber tubes
 Gas springs
 Gear flanges (epicyclic gear star wheels)
 Gearbox shafts
 Conveyor rollers
 Printing rolls

gEar flangEs air bag prEssurE vEssEls

shock absorbEr tubEs convEyor rollErs

Flow Forming
1

advantages of the 
flow forming technology
 Cost reduction
 Assemblies replaced by parts 
   made as single piece components
 Reduced machining times – increased 
   productivity
 100% gas tight closure
 Optimum grain structure
 Elimination of welding seams

Examples of application
 Cam shafts / tubes
 Drill pipes
 Drive shafts
 Steering columns / steering shafts
 Steering racks
 Gearbox shafts
 Rear axle shafts
 Stabiliser bars
 Pressure vessels
 Tubes for the furniture industry

cam shafts

stabilisEr bars

car axlE shafts

stabilisEr bars

Upsetting
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advantages of the 
upsetting technology
Weight reduction resulting 

from optimised distribution of 
wall thickness.

 Near net-shape metalforming
 Saving in material
 Safety: increased strength due 

to more homogenous grain structure

advantages of the 
forging / swaging technology
Weight reduction (optimised wall 
   thickness distribution)
Material saving
 Near net-shape production
 Assemblies replaced by parts 
   made as single piece components
 Optimum grain structure

trailEr axlEs

trailEr axlEs

air suspEnsion pistons

DrivE shafts
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Forging / swaging

(Cold & warm)

Examples of application
 Air spring pistons
 Frame members, connection joints
 Roll-over bars
 Air intake tubes
 Floor heating distributors
 Handles
 Telescope housings
 Door handles
 Frame rails and cradles

advantages of the 
hEatformingtm technology
 High forming ratios result in design freedom
 Sharp-edged moulding possibilities 
   (small radii)
 Partial forming possible
 Forming of thick-walled hollow parts
 High precision level reduces
   subsequent machining
 Applicable to most metal alloys

car boDy parts

air intakE tubEs

framE mEmbErs

hanDlEs
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Heatformingtm

Examples of application
 Air bag pressure vessels
 Oil / gas casings
 Shock absorber tubes
 Servo steering cylinders
 Chassis components
 Steering columns
 Transmission shafts
 Spline shafts

splinE shafts

stEEring columns

air bag prEssurE vEssEls

shock absorbEr tubEs

advantages of the reducing / 
expanding / splining technology
 Cost reducing production method
 Short cycle times
 Low concentricities
 Increased strength of the material
   in the deformed area
 Very precise surface roughness

Examples of application
 Drive axles
 Drive shafts
 Stabiliser bars
 Shock absorber tubes
 Cam shafts
 Air suspension pistons
 Drill pipes
 Gas pressure vessels
 Lamp posts
 Tubing for the furniture industry

redUCing / expanding /
splining
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